
Best Picture Books of 2013 

 

 

To read an in-depth book reviews click on the book title. 

Best Non-Fiction Book: 

Locomotive 

Author & Illustrator: Brian Floca - Publisher: Atheneum/Richard Jackson Books 

Ages 4-10. The new transcontinental railroad in 1869 comes alive as readers take in the sounds, 
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speed, and strength of the mighty locomotives and the American countryside. Kids and adults will be 

engrossed in the myriad of details in the wonderful narrative non-fiction title. 

No Monkeys, No Chocolate 

Author: Melissa Sweet, Allen Young - Illustrator: Nicole Wong - Publisher: Charlesbridge 

Ages 4-8. Learn about the ecosystem of the rain forest as it relates to the life-cycle of the cocoa tree 

and why monkeys are so important in making chocolate. Kids will also love the two silly bookworms 

giving commentary on the non-fiction text at each page spread. 

 
from JOURNEY by Aaron Becker 

Best Wordless Book: 

Flora and the Flamingo 

Author & Illustrator: Molly Idle - Publisher: Chronicle Books 

Ages 3-6. A charming, deceptively simple book about a young girl and her flamingo friend exploring 

the ups and downs of friendship through dance. The interactive flaps are a lovely touch and heighten 

the emotion at every turn. 

Journey 

Author & Illustrator: Aaron Becker - Publisher: Candlewick 

Ages 4-8. Gorgeous. Gorgeous. Gorgeous. Be transported onto a magical journey full of adventure 

and danger. Where a lonely girl with a red chalk has the power to create, explore, and eventually 

finds what she is looking for. 

Best Friends Book: 

Nugget & Fang: Friends Forever -- or Snack Time? 

Author: Tammi Sauer - Illustrator: Michael Slack  - Publisher: HMH Books for Young Readers 

Ages 4-8. A comical tale about the lengths shark will go to for preserving his friendship with minnow. 
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Best Sibling Book: 

The Big Wet Balloon 

Author & Illustrator:  Liniers - Publisher: Toon Books 

Ages 3-6. Sweet tale of two sisters, Mathilda and Clemmie on a wet Saturday afternoon. It was the 

little things is this book that made it so real - Mathilda trying to convince the younger Clemmie of all 

the wonderful things to do on a Saturday, older one telling Clemmie to get her boots and Clemmie 

bringing her balloon and then a rubber duckie. These two girls could be any pair of sisters. Story is 

told in comic strip format. 

 

Best Classic Feel Book: 

Miss Maple's Seeds 

Author & Illustrator: Eliza Wheeler - Publisher: Nancy Paulsen Books 

Ages 4-8.  Fans of Miss Rumphius will adore this gorgeous picture book which introduces the kind, 

nature-loving Miss Maple, who celebrates the miracle in each seed. 

Best Historical Fiction Book: 

The Matchbox Diary 

Author: Paul Fleischman - Illustrator: Bagram Ibatoulline - Publisher: Candlewick 

Ages 5-9. A girl learns of her granddad's immigration story to America through special objects in a 

collection of matchboxes. Wonderful way to learn history. 
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from THE STORY OF FISH AND SNAIL by Deborah Freedman 

Best Eye-Popping Art in a Book: 

Story of Fish and Snail 

Author & Illustrator: Deborah Freedman - Publisher: Viking Juvenile 

Ages 4-6. A story about courage in the name of friendship as snail ultimately takes a giant leap and 

follows fish on an adventure. The art for this work is eye-popping and pushes the boundaries of 

traditional picture book illustrations to create something truly captivating. 

Hank Finds and Egg 

Author & Illustrator: Rebecca Dudley - Publisher: Peter Pauper Press, 

Ages 2-6. A simple, wordless tale of kindness brought to life  in a wholly original fresh new way of 

photographing hand-crafted dioramas. 

Best Post-Modern Feel Book: 

The Day the Crayons Quit 

Author:  Drew Daywalt - Illustrator: Oliver Jeffers - Publisher: Philomel 

Ages 3-7. Wacky, hilarious tale of a box of crayons going on strike. Fun for all ages. 

Best Surprise Ending: 

The Brief Thief 

Author:  Michael Escoffier - Illustrator:  Kris Di Giacomo - Publisher:  Enchanted Lion Books 

Ages 4-8. A lizard uses a pair of old underpants when he runs out of toilet paper. Not a problem until 

his conscience starts speaking to him. The best part is the ending and I'm not even going to give you 

a hint. It is PRICELESS! 
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